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Abstract

Congestion control in the signaling system number 7 is a necessity to fulfil the
requirements of a telecommunication network that satisfy customers’ requirements
on quality of service. Heavy network load is an important source of customer dis-
satisfaction as congested networks result in deteriorated quality of service. With
the introduction of a Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM), that annihilates serv-
ice sessions with a predicted completion time greater than the maximum allowed
completion time for the session, network performance improves dramatically.
Annihilation of already delayed sessions let other sessions benefit and increase the
useful overall network throughput. This paper uses a decision theoretic approach
that bases the decision of annihilation on the average profit attached to each of the
two possible actions, i.e. annihilate or not. We describe the load dependent proba-
bility distribution for the completion time, and discuss the use of attributes
attached to each session describing the outcome of any performed CCM action,
e.g. the bad will costs associated with annihilation. These attributes are also used to
calculate the network profit for a given network load. The results in this paper indi-
cate that the decision theoretic approach to the CCM (DCCM) can handle very
high overloads, keeping the network profit on a reasonable level.

1. Introduction

1.1 The signaling network, introduction

Modern telecommunication services require complex signaling in a dedicated signaling net-
work to exchange messages regarding call set up, supervision and take down. The operability
of the signaling network is of prime importance in securing telecommunication network per-
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formance. A signaling network is engineered in such a fashion that normal load represents
about 25-35% of maximum load, suggesting congestion to be very unlikely at normal working
conditions.

The introduction of mobile communication systems and intelligent networks (IN) has stim-
ulated changes in the demands for signaling services [3]. For example, the hand over proce-
dure in mobile communications must by definition be extremely fast. A mobile station,
crossing cell boundaries at normal highway speed, has very little time to exchange essential
information with the cellular network and thus perform the switch of base stations. Conges-
tions or other disturbances in the network therefore can give rise to unwanted effects like
dropped calls. Another example is the mass call-in scenario within an IN triggered by e.g. a
vote event in a popular TV-programme. Excessive traffic to, in this case, one node will result in
long delays and lost calls.

The traditional role of a Congestion Control Mechanism (CCM) in the signaling network is
to resolve an immediate overload situation in a link or a node by throttling the traffic with des-
tination to the congested area without any regards to the impact on the surrounding network.
The major drawback with this traditional method is that it may give rise to congestion in other
parts of the network.

A useful CCM must be able to resolve the overload situation in such a manner that the
entire network benefits. Further more, it must be able to foresee an emerging congestion, and
to take adequate prophylactic steps in order to normalize the situation [4].

1.2 The signaling network, definitions

The signaling network consists of a number of Signaling Points (nodes) and signaling
Transfer Points (transit nodes) connected via Signaling Links (links) in a mesh structure [1, 2].
The control information is contained in Message Signal Units (signals), which may be
regarded as packets in a packet switched network guided by a routing algorithm.

A service session comprises a sequence of signals, where the length depends on the charac-
ter and outcome of the service requested. A service’s maximum time for completion is set by
timers and system parameters in the signaling network. A service session can not be consid-
ered concluded until all signals have successfully reached their destination within the service’s
maximum allowed time for completion. A service session that exceeds its permitted comple-
tion time displeases the customer, increases the network load and deteriorates network per-
formance.

1.3 A congestion control mechanism based on network delays

The completion time of the session is a metric revealing the state of the network. Comple-
tion times of recently completed sessions contain valuable information for nodes in order to
detect any indications of congestion.

If knowledge of the completion time of a session could be obtained prior to the launch, it
would be possible to prevent sessions, which are expected to be delayed, from getting started
at all. The load in the congested part of the network is thereby reduced, increasing the proba-
bility for other sessions to become successful. The customer would not be aware of the differ-
ence between a delayed or an annihilated session, both will result in a failed session e.g. a lost
call. It might be better that the operator informs the customer by a message that the session was
annihilated.

In [6] and [10] a method of estimating the completion time for a session using a state
machine and a memory function for each signaling link is introduced. In [11] a decision theo-
retic approach is introduced to base the decision of annihilation on the average loss attached to



each of the two possible actions, i.e. annihilate or not.
The objective of this paper is to refine the CCM introduced in [11] by using a load-depend-

ent probability distribution and a more realistic loss function.

2. Using network profit as a metric

2.1 Introduction

Some aspects on the use of network loss and network profit as a metric, have already been
investigated in [7] and [11]. In this chapter a thorough and stringent definition of the network
profit idea is made.

The main advantage of using network profit as a metric is that other aspects than through-
put, i.e. the number of signal sessions passing through the network within a specific time, are
considered. Some signaling sessions are more valuable and profitable than others, both for the
operator and for the user, and should definitely be allowed to pass through the network unaf-
fected by network delays. This could be managed if less valuable and profitable sessions are
annihilated, which is the main reason for using network profit as a metric. Network profit is
also an important metric to achieve improved customer satisfaction.

Customer dissatisfaction is normally explained by the lack of network capacity. Some of the
capacity problems are related to the signaling network, which provides a reason to continue the
research for improved congestion control algorithms.

2.2 Customer satisfaction

Customer satisfaction is determined both by the expectation of the customer and by the
experience of the customer with regard to the expectation [12]. The customer can normally put
up with problems if using new inventive services in mobile telephony and IN, but will soon
loose his patience if 5 of 10 calls in the PSTN fails. It is very difficult to measure and monitor
customer satisfaction and dissatisfaction. The level of customer satisfaction could be measured
in two ways:

• The preventive method; ask the customer if the actual service delivered match his expecta-
tions using e.g. questionnaires.

• The reactive method; measure the number of complaints to the customer support centre, or
in the worst case, measure the number of lost customers.

Using the reactive method on a highly competitive market, as telecommunications is, is
very hazardous for the operator. Rumours about operators with deficient services and quality
will soon affect the incoming rate of new customers.

The cost of customer dissatisfaction and the revenue for customer satisfaction is very diffi-
cult to calculate. Empirical values for the bad will costs of a failed service, ranging from 5 to
50 times the revenue for a successful service, are used in this paper. It is subject to further stud-
ies to verify these costs.

2.3 The profit for a successful session

A service session, e.g. the set up of a GSM-call, is successful if the session is completed
within its stipulated time limit. The service session then generates a revenueIs, i.e. the charge



for the call, to the operator. The service session gives rise to costs in the network, which in this
model are defined as a fixed processing cost,Cp, and a variable transport cost

, whereTact is the completion time for the signaling session. The transport

cost per time unit consists of a transmission cost,Ct, and a costCo, that describes the influence
one session has on other sessions. The profit for the successful service session is then defined
as:

Ps = (1)

2.4 The profit for an annihilated session

A service session is unsuccessful either if it is delayed or annihilated. An annihilated serv-
ice session does not generate any revenue to the operator. The cost for an annihilated service
session is divided into two parts, a fixed processing cost,Cp, and a bad will cost,Cba. The bad
will cost is the measure of customer dissatisfaction of e.g. losing a call, and could be defined as
e.g. marketing costs, discounts, or costs for redesigning the network to increase performance.
The profit for an annihilated service session is negative and is defined as:

Pa = (2)

2.5 The profit for a delayed session

A delayed service session results in a failed service event and does not generate any revenue
to the operator. The cost for a delayed service session consists of a processing cost,Cp, a bad

will cost, Cbd, and a variable transport cost . The profit for a delayed service

session is also negative and is defined as:

Pd = (3)

Comparing (2) and (3) shows that the advantage of annihilating the session if it is predicted
to be delayed, is that transport costs are removed. The costCo is essential because it describes
the marginal cost that arise if one session traversing the network consumes network resources
and thereby delays other sessions. On the other hand  describes the gain other sessions
enjoys when a single session is annihilated. The calculation ofCo is complex and will be sub-
ject to further studies.

It is possible to limit the bad will costs for an annihilated session if the user is immediately
informed, e.g. by some kind of announcement or message, that the service initiated will fail.
The customer will probably feel less dissatisfaction if he gets such a message, rather than hav-
ing to wait in vain. The bad will cost for a delayed session must then be higher then the bad
will cost for an annihilated session. The sum of profits given in (1-3) yields the total network
profit.

Ct Co+( ) Tact⋅

Is Cp Ct Co+( ) Tact⋅––

Cp– Cba–

Ct Co+( ) Tact⋅

Cp– Cbd– Ct Co+( ) Tact⋅–

Co–



3. The decision theoretic approach

3.1 Introduction

The decision theoretic approach, introduced in [11], uses the uncertainty in the estimated
session completion time combined with a gain function to determine the most profitable deci-
sion of whether to annihilate or not. The gain function describes the gain obtained if the service
succeeds or not. The most profitable decision is to take the actionj that maximizes the
expected value of the gain function as described in (4)

. (4)

In (4),a is defined as the actions to be taken,  represents the states which may be regarded as

the outcome of the decision,  is the probability distribution associated with each state

and  is the gain function defined for state  and actionaj.

3.2 The probability distribution

The discrete probability distribution  describes the probability associ-

ated with each state  of the system. Two states are defined:

• = The session will be completed within the stipulated time,

• = The session will not be completed within the stipulated time,

The investigations in [6] assume a straight-line relationship and a strong correlation
betweenTact, the actual completion time for a session, and the estimated valueTest. Analysing

the estimation error and the difference  indicates that they both can

assumed to be Gaussian with meanµ = mact,varianceσact
2 and meanµ = mest,varianceσest

2

respectively. The difference  is then proved to be Gaussian with meanµ = m and

varianceσ2 using the relation:

(5)

In [11] a linear probability distribution is introduced. The slope of the straight line depends
on the standard deviationσ , which in this case is fixed, and obtained from measurements on a
network. However, we also found that we have to use a load-dependent standard deviation to
avoid over-annihilation at a network load less then 0.7, a phenomenon which was observed in
[11].

A theoretical discussion of how to obtain an estimates2 for the load dependent varianceσ2,
which can be calculated in real time, is provided in Chapter 3.3.

The probability  is calculated using the c.d.f for the normal

distribution,

E w Θ aj,( )[ ] w θi aj,( ) gΘ θi( )⋅
i∀

∑=

θ
gΘ θi( ) θi

w θi aj,( ) θi

gΘ θi( ) P Θ θi=( )=

θi

θ1 Tact Tmax≤

θ2 Tact Tmax>

Tact Test– Test Tmax–

Tact Tmax–

Tact Tmax– Tact Test–[ ] Test Tmax–[ ]+=

p Θ θ2=( ) p Tact Tmax>( )=



(6)

where

. (7)

3.3 A theoretical analysis of the variance

The variance  and the estimated standard deviations defined as

 are essential when calculating the probability distribution  as

described in chapter 3.2.
The theoretical expression forVdiff is derived using two models. The state machine

described in [10] and simplified in [14], gives the first and second moments for the estimated
signal completion timeTest. The first and second moments for the actual signal completion
time,Tact, are calculated modelling the network as a network of M/G/1- queues. The derivation
of Vdiff, which is fully described in [14], gives:

(8)

The expression states that Vdiff for a signaling session is calculated as a sum of ,
i.e. variances for allM origin-destination (OD)-pairs {i,j}. In (8) P1’ andP2’ are the state-prob-
abilities for the simplified state machine [14]

(9)

(10)

V[Taij ] andTaij  are the variance and expected value for the actual signal completion time,Tact.
The variableTmij  describes the smallest measured signal completion time between nodei and
node j, and is a measure of the distance between i andj [10]. The variableTmi is then defined
as

(11)

andTi is defined as

(12)

whereTij  is the average estimated signal completion time for OD-pair {i,j}. Finally λ is
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the signal-intensity between nodei and nodej, ka is a constant of the state machine
which normally is set to 0.97. A thorough derivation of formulae (8) - (12) is made in
[14].

3.4 The gain function

As described in [11], two actions are defined:

• a1 = annihilate a session.
• a2 = do not annihilate a session.

The gain function should give a definition of the gain attached to each combination of actionaj

and state . In [11] a loss-function with constant values  for each combination of

 is introduced. A loss function is by definition a negative gain function, and the use of

a gain function in this paper will better harmonize with the theory introduced in Chapter 2 and
formulae (1-3). Using formulae (1-3) the gain-function is then defined as

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

whereb11 andb21 corresponds to from (2),b12 corresponds to from

(1) andb22 corresponds to  from (3). Finallyk corresponds to the variable transport

cost . Calculating the expected value for the actionsa1 anda2 according to (4)

gives:

(17)

(18)

The decision is then defined as an actionai, which yields the highest expected value.

4. Analysis

4.1 The signaling network model

The nodes in the network model comprise both Signaling Point and Signaling Transfer
Point functions in the sense that all nodes may initiate or terminate service sessions and they
can all transfer incoming signals towards their final destinations.

The signaling network on which this analysis is performed is a symmetrical 20 node mesh
network with four links per node. Fixed routing has been employed in such a manner that all
signals traversing the network from node A to node B use the same route, while signals from

θi bij{ }

θi aj{ , }

w θ1 a1,( ) b11=

w θ1 a2,( ) b12 k Test⋅+=

w θ2 a1,( ) b21=

w θ2 a2,( ) b22 k Test⋅+=

Pa Cp– Cba–= Is Cp–

Cp– Cbd–

Ct Co+( )–

E w Θ a1,( )[ ] b11 1 p Θ θ2=( )–( ) b21p Θ θ2=( )+=

E w Θ a2,( )[ ] b12 1 p Θ θ2=( )–( ) b22p Θ θ2=( ) k Test⋅+ +=



node B to A may use another route. Signals may pass up to three nodes in order to reach their
destination, and thereby interact with a total of five nodes. The network model is also
described in [5 - 7, 10 - 11].

A service session in our model has one originating node,i, andk randomly selected destina-
tion nodes,j wherej = 1, 2, .. .,k and . Signaln is divided into two parts, the first part
traverses the network from the nodei to nodedj and then the second part of signaln completes
the round trip back to node i. This models the behaviour of a service that will invoke several
nodes before completion.

4.2 Transient behaviour

In this analysis, the transient behaviour of the algorithm is studied. The network is subject
to consecutive pulses where the offered load in each pulse is increased up to a maximum value
of 2.0. The duration of the pulse is long enough to let the network enter a new steady state. An
offered load of 0.25 is resumed after each pulse.

4.3 Numeric values

The service class attribute model introduced in [11] is used in this analysis to generate real-
istic signaling patterns. The model is also used when evaluating the gain of the CCM .

When observing an annihilated session, no information can be obtained of whether it would
have been completed within the stipulated time or not. It is then necessary to treat the two
states  and  equally with respect to actiona1. By defining a constant  (17) is

written:

(19)

In this analysis, a comparison for different parameter sets is made between the CCM using a
decision theoretic approach (DCCM) and a CCM where the decision of annihilation is based
upon the comparison:

• If  annihilate the session.

• If  do not annihilate the session.

The analysis is performed with three classes of service sessions and four sets of attributes as
described in table 1.

j i≠

θ1 θ2 b b11 b21≡ ≡

E w Θ a1,( )[ ] b=

Test Tmax>

Test Tmax≤



Table 1. Class attributes used in the study.

The maximum allowed completion time values,Tmax, are expressed as three times the tran-
sition time for a session traversing the network under minimum load,Tm.

The total amount of service sessions started in the network is split between the classes so
that 50% belongs to class 1, 30% belongs to class 2 and 20% belongs to class 3. The lengths of
the service sessions, are set to 20 signals for class 1, 5 signals for class 2, and 10 signals for
class 3. Service sessions are started with the same intensity in all nodes. The offered load in
each pulse is 2.0. The parameterk is assigned a constant value in this analysis. Finding an algo-
rithm that automatically generatesCo for a given network will be subject to further studies.

4.4 Numeric results

Applying the DCCM reveal significant improvements with respect to network profit espe-
cially compared to a network without DCCM but also compared to an ordinary CCM. Increas-
ing network load gives an immediate decrease in network profit, i.e. it will drop below zero.
Pulsed overload will result in an uncontrollable decrease in network profit, but the DCCM will
stabilize the network profit as shown in fig. 1. The optimum profit, i.e. all sessions completed
within the stipulated time, is also shown in fig. 1.

The efficiency of the DCCM compared to our previous CCM is shown in fig. 2 for two dif-
ferent parameter sets. The DCCM reveal significantly better performance then the CCM when
the difference between the parametersb22 andb is larger, i.e. when the bad will cost for a
delayed session is larger than for an annihilated session. The DCCM also seems to have a sta-
bilizing effect on the network profit during periods of overload, i.e. the standard deviation is
smaller, compared to our previous CCM.

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

attrib. Class 1-3 Class 1-3 Class 1-3 Class 1-3

b -10 -10 -10 -10

b12 5 2 2 2

b22 -30 -100 -100 -100

k -0.01 -0.01 -0.001 -0.1

Tmax 3Tm 3Tm 3Tm 3Tm



Fig 1. The transient behaviour of the proposed DCCM compared to a network
without CCM. The optimum profit for a given load of 2.0 is also shown in the figure.
Parameter set 2 is used.

Fig 2. The improvement in network profit using the DCCM, comparing parameter
sets 1 and 2. The horizontal lines indicate the mean values during the overload period
(10 < Time < 70).

The influence of thek value is shown in fig. 3. The DCCM reveal better performance then
the CCM fork = 0.1, compared tok = 0.001.
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Fig 3. The improvement in network profit using the DCCM, comparing parameter sets 3
and 4. The horizontal lines indicate the mean values during the overload period
(10 < Time < 70).

Studying the equilibrium probabilityP2equ, i.e. the value of  that satisfy

 for a certain parameter set, there is a correlation betweenP2lim

and the efficiency of the DCCM.

Table 2. The limiting probability P2equ for different parameter sets.

As shown in table 2, a smallP2equcorresponds to a more significant improvement for the

DCCM than a largerP2equ. Examples indicate that for parameter sets with , the

network profit gained using the DCCM converges to, or is even less efficient than using the
CCM. This can be explained by the approximations made when deriving the varianceVdiff.

5. Conclusions
The work demonstrates the possibility of using a decision theoretic approach with a load

dependent probability distribution as the annihilating mechanism in a congested network.
Applying the DCCM to a network shows significant improvements compared to our previ-
ously studied CCM, both during steady state and transient loads. The DCCM has proven to
handle very high overloads, keeping the network profit on a reasonable level, especially for
low values ofP2equ.

attrib Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

P2equ 0.37 0.10 0.11 0.08
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6. Future work
The studied DCCM can be refined in a number of ways, using more accurate approxima-

tions. The present study can not be expected to reveal all possible flaws or benefits of the
DCCM unless examined under more realistic circumstances. The assumptions in this paper of
a symmetrical mesh network with uniform service call intensity distribution over the origin-
destination pairs, constitute only a small fraction of possible working conditions for a signaling
network. A thorough investigation of the DCCM performance must include unsymmetrical sig-
naling and non-uniform service call intensities. Focused overload must also be investigated
since most congestions are restricted to a small part of a network. Finding an algorithm for au-
tomatically calculating the costCo is also essential.

The field of customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction and how it is related to bad will costs is
still an open issue and has to be further investigated.
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